Masoneilan and
™
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Aftermarket Centers
™

Providing Industry-leading Innovation

Quality Aftermarket Support
Experience and Innovation

Responsive Professionals

Baker Hughes has combined years of quality aftermarket
support experience with advanced distribution systems to
create the innovative, industry-leading Aftermarket Center for
our Consolidated and Masoneilan product portfolio. Offering a
new concept in rapid aftermarket part and valve provisioning,
the Regional Aftermarket Center approach is focused on
providing the fastest possible equipment delivery—helping
keep your plant running smoothly while reducing costs.

Located in major regions of the globe, Baker Hughes
Regional Aftermarket Centers are staffed with extensively
trained professionals focused on rapid response. Our team
comprises dedicated customer support and planning
resources, offering immediate access to extensive expertise
and best practices. Decades of knowledge help deliver the
right solutions for even the most demanding applications
under critical circumstances.

Baker Hughes Regional Aftermarket Centers solve the alltoo-common issue of devastating delays caused when
aftermarket orders are processed alongside new orders. Our
unique approach to aftermarket delivery means that your order
receives the attention and focus needed to boost your uptime.

In addition, our dedicated machining and shipping resources
help ensure that your order is processed and delivered
efficiently and quickly. And when it comes to legacy valves
and parts, our team is armed with the tools and experience
to promptly handle your order. Watch here two videos of our
Deer Park and Naples Aftermarket Centers.

Houston, TX
Jebel Ali, UAE
Naples, Italy
Singapore
South Africa
Mexico City, MX

Baker Hughes MARC and GTC Network consists of more than
175 facilities located in more than 30 countries worldwide.

Broad Inventory Network
Quick Access to High-quality OEM Parts and Valves
Working closely with our certified GTC (Green Tag™ Centers)
and MARC™ (Masoneilan Authorized Repair Centers)
channel companies, Baker Hughes has made a significant
investment in our Regional Aftermarket Centers. To ensure
that we have the right part or valve when you need it, we
routinely carry more than $40 million of OEM inventory on
the shelf.
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Our broad and deep inventory network offers the resources
you need to help keep your plant operating. What’s more, all
of our parts and valves offer the quality and longevity that
you have come to expect from Baker Hughes Consolidated
and Masoneilan product portfolio.

Problem Solved
Rapid Responsive Machining
At Baker Hughes, we understand that your needs are unique
to each situation, and standard parts and valves won’t fit
every scenario. That’s why we are equipped with advanced
machinery and technology to quickly fulfill special orders,
such as an alloy trim part for a control valve or a high

temperature alloy disc for a critical safety relief valve. Our
dedicated team of skilled machinists offers around-theclock advanced machinery capability, allowing your part
and valve requests to quickly move from an urgent need to
a problem solved.

Complete Valve Support
Aftermarket Value Services
In addition to parts, valves and machining, Baker Hughes
Regional Aftermarket Centers offers comprehensive,
dependable support. With a team of dedicated service
engineers on staff and access to a network of certified GTC and
MARC channel companies, Baker Hughes provides a complete
array of Consolidated and Masoneilan valve support and asset
management services. We can help you plan, manage, and
implement plant turn-around projects, conduct surveys, and
manage crucial maintenance programs.

We provide expert management and maintenance
services using advanced software and tools, such as the
ValvKeep™ tool. We also have the knowledge and resources
to conduct valve diagnostics or testing with Valscope™ Pro
and EVT™ PRO tools. In addition, the Smart Valve Upgrade
program allows our technicians to effectively upgrade plant
positioners.
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Direct Sales Office Locations
Australia
Brisbane
Phone: +61-7-3001-4319
Perth
Phone: +61-8-6595-7018
Melbourne
Phone: +61-3-8807-6002
Brazil
Phone: +55-19-2104-6900
China
Phone: +86-10-5738-8888
France
Courbevoie
Phone: +33-1-4904-9000
India
Mumbai
Phone: +91-22-8354790

Italy
Phone: +39-081-7892-111

Singapore
Phone: +65-6861-6100

Japan
Tokyo
Phone: +81-03-6871-9008

South Africa
Phone: +27-11-452-1550

Korea
Phone: +82-2-2274-0748

South & Central
America and the Caribbean
Phone: +55-12-2134-1201

Malaysia
Phone: +60-3-2161-03228

Spain
Phone: +34-935-877-605

Mexico
Phone: +52-55-3640-5060

United Arab Emirates
Phone: +971-4-8991-777

Russia
Veliky Novgorod
Phone: +7-8162-55-7898

United Kingdom
Phone: +44-7919-382-156

Moscow
Phone: +7-495-585-1276
Saudi Arabia
Phone: +966-3-341-0278

New Delhi
Phone: +91-11-2-6164175

United States
Houston, Texas
Phone: +1-713-966-3600

Find the nearest local Channel Partner in your area:
valves.bakerhughes.com/contact-us

Tech Field Support & Warranty:
Phone: +1-866-827-5378
valvesupport@bakerhughes.com

valves.bakerhughes.com
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